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HELLO!
NICE TO 
MEET YOU!

My name is Josephine and I am a graphic designer based in Canberra, 
Australia.  I specialise in solving complex problems using visual 
solutions. Armed with typography, colour, and imagery, I create simple 
but effective designs that meet the client’s needs. There is nothing I love 
more than getting a challenging brief and transforming it into a polished 
design piece. I thrive in the corporate world, working with government 
and private sector clients to help them not only achieve their goals but, 
to enable them to do their best work. 

I have five years of experience working in the Australian Public 
Service, working with stakeholders to achieve departmental goals.  
My experience alongside my passion for design ensures that I always 
produce high-quality work and meet the client’s needs.

I specialise in branding, infographics, print, social media, and using a 
style guide to create effective visual communication products. I thrive 
when getting to bring an idea to life, from early concept to finalised 
product. Working alongside the client to build the best solution for their 
needs is something I enjoy. I excel when given the task to turn complex 
information into an easy-to-understand finished product. 
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I have created a range of products during my position as an APS 5 Graphic Designer at the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade. My role involves 
working with clients across the department to help develop visual communication pieces that apply to the government-style guide. Some of my design work 
includes creating social media tiles, infographics, logos, and corporate documents. I work alongside my colleagues to manage workloads, uphold correct 
file management, and act with integrity.

01 DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND TRADE
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Brindabella Tiny Homes is a fictional property company focused on affordable tiny homes for Canberrans.  
The branding reflects the company’s values of affordability, sustainability, flexibility, and excellent quality.  
The logo was inspired by the shapes of the Brindabella Mountains that overlook Canberra.

02 BRINDABELLA TINY HOMES
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I designed two sets of flashcards to assist South Sudanese refugees to adjust to life in Australia. One of the biggest struggles refugees face is not only 
learning a new language but, learning Australian Slang. I created two sets of flashcards, one in English and the second in Australian Slang.  
The icons used throughout my English set are inspired directly by South Sudanese culture.

03 AUSTRALIAN AND ENGLISH SLANG CARDS
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I created a zine called Take A Deep Breath, designed to help students at the University of Canberra struggling with their mental health.  
I used a grunge design and simple typography to promote the information in a way that would appeal to students. This was designed to be given to  
first-year students as a part of their orientation. It contains key information such as contact numbers and where medical and counseling are located. 

04 TAKE A DEEP BREATHE ZINE
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I created a poster showcasing the historic significance of the typeface Futura while highlighting its unique qualities. I was specifically inspired by the use of 
Futura as NASA’s official typeface, making it the first typeface on the moon. This theme is reflected in my composition by the use of colour and illustration.

05 FUTURA TYPE SPECIMEN POSTER
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I created an infographic showcasing the Australian Bruenua of Statistics National Census data on homelessness in the ACT. As this data is about homeless 
people in Canberra, I wanted to use colours and fonts inspired by the ACT Government branding guidelines. This would form a visual connection with 
Canberrans. Their branding is simple and uses a purple colour palette.  I used simple iconography and colour to break down complex information into a 
digestible data visulation.

06 WHO ARE THE HOMELESS IN CANBERRA INFOGRAPHIC
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I created the brand identity for the University of Canberra Student Representative Council in my role as media officer. Based on the University’s style guide, 
I created a brand that was professional, easy to use, and represented the values of UC. I created a range of branded items including apparel, brochures, 
pin badges, and social media content.

07 UC STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL BRANDING
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CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT - HOODIE

OPTION 1 - FRONT AND BACK

HOODIE COLOUR OPTIONS
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In 2021 I decided to start my own small business, Good Vibez Designs. Good Vibez Designs makes hand-crafted good empowering mental health and 
the autism community. I wanted the visual brand to be similar to who I am as a person while connecting with the theme of my brand. Purple is a colour 
associated with the disability community so I used bright purple to connect with the wider community. I wanted my typography to flow in a script format 
with elegance while still being simple.

08 GOOD VIBEZ DESIGNS
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CREATIVE SOLUTIONS
JOSEPHINE.JULIAN04@HOTMAIL.COM

WWW.JOSEPHINEJULIAN.COM.AU

THANK YOU


